
Reflex’s UTech In-line Labeller for Cylindrical
Products

Can be supplied for left or right handling depending on operational
requirements
Easy to use colour digital touchscreen
Store up to 50 label settings
Protected engineering mode
Release mechanism to remove backing paper easily
Operates with self-adhesive labels roll up to 300mm outside diameter on
either 38mm or 76mm cores

Key Features

The Reflex Utech is the ideal solution for accurate positioning of labels to products and can be easily
integrated with existing production lines. 

It eliminates the need for applying labels by hand, providing time and manpower savings whilst ensuring
consistent quality. 

The printer/applicator is available in several configurations to offer side, top, front and over-corner
application operations to ensure labels are applied consistently and with precision

Why choose Reflex’s UTech Labeller?

A premium and affordable industrial in-line print and apply labeller range. It is designed
as a real time print and application system with pneumatic application (except Power
option which is wipe-on) of self-adhesive labels for both still and moving objects. The
range offers wide possibilities of positioning labels to case and can apply labels from
104mm to 170mm high and up to 500mm long. Crucially it has a compact design to
enable it fit into tight production lines where space is restricted.



Optional Extras
Castors for flexibility to label on different production lines
Fully adjustable column mount
Ultrasonic sensor to apply clear labels
Mounting plate for inkjet or thermal transfer printer
End of label detection with visual beacon
Rotary encoder to label products on a variable speed conveyor
Production rejection system
Critical spares kit
Rotary collecting tables on the infeed or outfeed of the conveyor

OPTIONS:
Reflex offer a full range of complimentary and consumable products for your operation, Labels, Ribbons and
spare parts.

SERVICE COVER:
Reflex operate our own team of field service engineers (all OEM trained) offering 8 hour on-site response
(office hours), parts and labour or labour only contracts, to ensure you have cover for your critical activities.
Geographical exclusions apply.

For more information
www.reflex-systems.co.uk

Reflex Systems Plus
Unit 20 Momentum Place
Bamber Bridge,
Preston,
PR5 6EF

Contact

 01205 822352
sales@reflexsystemsplus.co.uk

Directions


